Influence of age, sex, and BMI on waist-to-thigh circumference ratio in children.
In adults the distribution of body fat towards the central region seems a good predictor of disease and mortality. Central fat deposition tends to increase with age; sex and obesity further influence this trend. In children the distribution of adiposity to the central region is not well known. Recently, using circumferences of waist and thigh, we computed the percentile curves of the waist to thigh circumference ratio (WTR) from 2858 subjects (1440 males, 1418 females), 6-14-years-old (Zannolli, R., Chiarelli, F., and Morgese, G., 1993, International Journal of Obesity, 17 (Supplement 2), 60). In the present study, using the same sample of data, we showed that in lean, average or fat subjects, WTR is only weakly (< 5% of variance) explained by age, sex and body-mass index (in spite of the 'statistical significance' of sex and body-mass index in some groups). Hence, some subjects, among the lean, average and fat groups, could have a high (i.e. > 2 SD over the mean) WTR, independent of age, sex or weight. We therefore propose that the values of WTR should be checked against appropriate standards. Those with a WTR value greater than 2 SD from the mean, independent of age, sex or weight, should be studied more carefully, using anthropometry, so as to give early warning of those who are more prone to degenerative disease.